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Hi, I’m Anna Parker-Naples
I’m an award-winning NLP Business
Mentor and Success coach, helping
clients achieve success, visibility,
transformation and recognition. I’ve
experienced many personal and
professional challenges myself including
bullying, being wheelchair bound and
depression - all leading to a fear of being
visible.
I didn’t realise it at the time, but I was the
real reason I wasn’t getting noticed. All
the opportunities were right in front of
me, if only I had seen them.
Thanks to my personal development
journey embracing NLP practices, I defied
the doctors to walk again, It gave me the
push to realise and release my own
creative and entrepreneurial potential. I was ready to get visible and
become invincible.
Since my transformations I’ve walked the Hollywood red carpets, I’ve
spoken on platforms alongside stars such as Ruby Wax & Rio Ferdinand,
and won awards alongside Adele and Holly Willoughby for inspiring other
women. Plus I’ve been been a finalist for several Entrepreneur of the Year
and Business Woman of the Year awards.
I want to show you that there are ways to get noticed even in a busy
industry. So if you’re a creative or entrepreneur looking to get more visible,
here are my top nine was to get started.
Oh, and if you want to surround yourself with other Entrepreneurs who
want SUCCESS, come and find my Facebook Community:

http://bit.ly/EntrepreneursInspiringSuccess

Blogging
Creating valuable content that’s of use to your ideal client
and your industry as a whole is a great way to start to
get noticed. It’s easy to comment or review on other
people’s articles and mention their work. When you share
your blogpost, tag the other industry leaders you
mention, and you’re likely to get them to share your
content. Guest blogging is an excellent way to get more
visible too, as it puts you in front of someone else’s
audience. Make a list of the most popular blogs in your
industry, and see if you can offer the authors some
valuable free content.

Testimonials
One of the best ways to remind people of your value is
by sharing your testimonials far and wide. Create a
system for gathering testimonials, and use them in as
much of your marketing and social media as you can. If
you can get permission to use a photograph, full name
and company, even better. Video testimonials are
particularly powerful for gaining kudos, so ask your best
clients if they’d be willing to film a 30 second piece to
camera.

Video Lives
Video content is currently KING. The more Facebook and
Instagram Lives you do, the more the platforms will favour
your content, and push it out to a wider audience. Go live
as often as you can, and make it a regular commitment.
Use the video content to re-purpose on your other social
media platforms, so that you can reach as many people
as possible with one piece of content. Always lead with
value in your Lives, that way not only are you positioning
yourself as an up-and-coming authority, but teaching your
ideal clients valuable lessons too (which further builds
your credibility).

Collaborate
Find ways to collaborate with your peers in your industry,
or in related industries. An attitude of collaboration rather
than competition means that you can both benefit from
getting in front of each other’s audience. Many
collaborations are for free, so it’s worth reaching out to
others who have an audience that resembles yours. By
working with other rising people in your industry, or even
better with those with more standing than you, you
elevate your own status.

Podcasts
Hosting your own podcast is one of the best ways right
now to increase your visibility. It puts you in the driving
seat in terms of building your status in your industry. It’s
relatively easy to get quality guests and create interesting,
stimulating conversation around your favourite topic helping your clients get results. If you’re not ready to host
one yourself, make a list of the podcasts in your niche,
both the well established and the newly released
offerings. Start to listen the podcasts, and pitch yourself
as an interviewee once you understand their core focus
and style.

Social Proof
Shouting about where you’ve been featured, interviewed
or mentioned is a BIG way to gain some extra attention.
Use the brand names of publications you’ve written for or
Podcast, TV or Radio programmes you've appeared on in
your marketing, in your banner pictures and particularly
on your landing pages. Make sure no one forgets the
credibility and authority you’ve been carefully crafting.
These small logos go a long way to building a solid
reputation as a go-to expert.

Awards
Get yourself nominated for some awards in your field.
You can shout about it on social media when you’re a
finalist, when you attend the awards, when you win. It’ll
give you lots of possibilities for networking with people
who are equally ambitious. Feel a bit awkward about
putting yourself up for an award? Shrug off that selfdoubt. Even the Oscars are self-nominated. As long as
there is a credible panel of judges and a fair system in
place, why not sing your own praises? There are many
awards available for new businesses and start ups and
this can be a valuable way to gain some traction both
locally and in your industry.

Get some PR
Contact a Public Relations agency to get them to shape
your story, and land yourself in the press. Any publicity is
good publicity, so if you have a personal moment or
business experience to share, get it out there. Journalists
are always on the look out for people to comment and
provide quotes on topical subjects. Not ready to work
with a PR Agency? Follow #Journorequest and
#PRrequest on Twitter, and make your own introductions
to get your foot in the door when you see something
interesting requested.

Become a Speaker
Know your stuff? One of the best ways to get noticed is to
speak about it to an audience who is interested. Start
small by speaking at local networking events, and ensure
you always get great footage and images. Raising your
profile in this way establishes you as a leader in your
field, someone who steps outside their comfort zone.
Every speaking event gives you an opportunity to connect
with you ideal client. After all, they can’t help but notice
you when all eyes are on you as you’re rocking the stage.

Final Note to Get Noticed
Surrounding yourself with other ambitious achievers is the
most effective way to get noticed. A community who
understands this stuff about visibility can encourage,
support and inspire you to get there.
Come and join us at

http://bit.ly/EntrepreneursInspiringSuccess

